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Azim premji children
This book throws light on the life of Azim Premji his struggles and working capabilities to not only
handling but growing multifold his family business which was later named as Wipro. Book Azim
premjit 'Great' is a word which should be used sparingly but if someone truly fits bill to be called a
great person here it is - Azim Hashim Premji Kindle Edition Azim Premji is an icon and an enigma
hence there's a lot of interest in know more about him. EPub Azim premjit deol Kindle Edition
Book Review : “Azim Premji :The Man Beyond the Billions” by Sundeep Khanna & Varun SoodMy
interest in picking this book- Know more about the early days of WIPRO as a vegetable oil company-
Understand the work done by Azim Premji Foundation(APF). Book Azim premjit I currently work in
the Social Impact Space & hence my interestThe book written from interviews with people who
knew him from close quarters is a treasure trove for the anecdotes about Mr Premji whom the world
deeply respectsTakeaways :-The work done by APF the attempt at such sheer scale its challenges-
The founding of WIPRO (Western India Veg Products Ltd) in 1940s the early days-How residents of
Amalner Maharastra benefitted from holding onto Wipro's shares when it was still a vanaspati co.
Azim premji hostel -How Wipro won back the GE order it had lost to its competitor makes an
inspiring read-The chapter on Premji Invest provides insights into why it’s a jewel in the crown-Trust
your own gut. Azim premji foundation fellowship In one instance he chose to ignore advice from
a Strategy guru who advised that they should only focus on infotech & exit other bizFavorite Quote:-
If people are not laughing at your goals your goals are too smallA Must Read book for those
interested to know Wipro’s early days work of APF & more about Mr Premji Kindle Edition For over
five decades Azim Hasham Premji has been one of the trailblazers of India Inc. Azim premji book
Taking over his family business of vegetable oils at the young age of twenty-one after the untimely
demise of his father he built one of India's most successful software companies along with a multi-
billion-dollar conglomerate. Azim Premji kindle unlimited Azim Premji: The Man Beyond the
Billions the first authoritative biography of the icon shows how Premji is a philanthropist at heart
and a businessman by choice - a man who wanted to give away his billions but realized early enough
that he would first have to earn them. Azim Premji booking Based on interviews with hundreds of
current and past Wipro executives who have over the years worked closely with him as well as with
competitors analysts family friends and industry associates this is a journalists' account of Premji the
man the businessman and the philanthropist. This book shares the journey of WIPRO from a
vegetable oil company to a renowned giant conglomerate, Azim premji daughter Author have
narrated both positive & negative aspects of AHP’s leadership. Book Azim premji Formation &
operating model of AHP’s philanthropic initiative is well explained: Azim Premji booking Good
read! Kindle Edition Inspirational story of Azim Premji. Azim premji grants Every person has
mistakes but very few have ability to accept it: Azim Premji epubs Kindle Edition I would have
recommended this book to others if the author had brought a balance between Azim's life and
Wipro: Azim premji foundation But the book had more information about Wipro and it's business
rather than the man himself, Azim premji kundli One thing that caught my eye in the book was the
formation of the Azim Premji's foundation and its operating model: Azim Premji kindle app This
book have many business lessons some are in positive way and some are in negative way that we
should always take care of in business. Book Azim premjit Author have explained about AHP’s
personality I did not find much value in the book: Azim premji latest news Kindle Edition A man of
his own mind who shared his hotel room did his laundry himself while travelling took subways when
travelling abroad: Azim Premji pdf reader It also points flaws in his leadership his inability to let
go of control and his hatred towards losing. Azim Premji kindle reader The book beautifully
touches upon Premji’s philanthropy efforts one that got him more respect and recognition than his



businesses. Book Azim premji ebenezer Kindle Edition

It will be better to call title as 'Origins of Wipro, Azim premji foundation fellowship It does not
has much insights from AHP as he did not interviewed much with authors. Azim premji grants
Good part is that the authors have discussed both sides of AHP's leadership, Azim Premji book It is
very easy to read and since I worked in the organisation before i was able to relate to a lot of the
events mentioned. Book Azim premji invest The best part i liked about the writing is this is not
written from a fanboy perspective hurling praises all through: Kindle Azim premji ebenezer The
authors have presented different aspects of the man under different circumstances, Book Azim
premji Kindle Edition Read it because How can one be an Indian and not get to know a person
who's donated over 1, Azim premji contact number This book is timely given that it had the
opportunity to capture his entire career at Wipro till a couple of years after he stepped down from
Executive Chairmanship. Azim Premji booking The book thankfully doesn't indulge in hero
worship highlighting the man's many flaws and failures: Azim Premji epub reader Where it
disappoints is in two areas:- there is just way too much repetition of facts across the book: Azim
Premji pdf24 It clearly shows that 2 different authors contributed and seems like they didn't
compare their notes, Azim premji sons - considering the kind of people the authors had access to
(AHP was not one of them) the quality of anecdotes is lousy. Azim premji grants I have heard
better ones from mid to junior level executives who've worked at Wipro. Azim premji book Read it
if you don't know much about the man Wipro and the Premji Foundation/Premji Invest: Book Azim
premji invest As of 2019 he was the tenth richest person in India with an estimated net worth of $7:
Azim Premji pdf24 Yet the one facet of the man which has overshadowed even his business
achievements is his altruism, Azim Premji kindle cloud His commitment to the Azim Premji
Foundation a non-profit focused on education totals around $21 billion making him one of the
world's top philanthropists, Book Azim premji It peels the layers off Premji's life while chronicling
his professional and charitable work in the context of his many strengths and shortcomings[1]

Motivations & his commitment to philanthropy. His simplicity and humble nature is very heart
warming. Loved the reading of his story and story of Wipro. Kindle Edition Inspirational
autobiography. Book is more focused on evolution of Wipro. It is more from the perspectives of
people surrounding AHP. Kindle Edition We'll researched and well structured book. I enjoyed
reading it. Overall i would say this is a good read.5 lakh crore rupees (~21.5 bn USD) of personal
wealth towards philanthropy. It will provide a few insights. Overall a lost opportunity.2 billion. Azim
Premji: The Man Beyond the Billions.


